Cobalt Social Impact Report 2018/2019
The figures below and on the next page represent the data that we have collected since 2018. Now it is collated we realise that we can get better at representing the breadth
of what we do and that in order to do so we need to collect different date (eg we do regularly work with the LGBTQ+ community but we currently don’t have data that
captures this.
Below the statistic you will find images of events and quotations from our community.

Total venue visitors
(nb there will be more visitors to the studios)
People access free events
Total events delivered
Number of paying events
Number of free events
Cobalt led event
Third party led event
Co-led or supported event
(eg free venue hire, inclusion in our promo programs etc
)
Live music events
New music events
Club nights
Workshop/creative learning events
Performance events
Community events
Average ticket price for paid events
Artists taking part in events
Male Artists
Female Artists
Non-white artists on stage
Cobalt generated artists fees
Promoter generated artists fees (in a few cases figures
have had to be estimated)
Total amount paid directly to cultural providers
Artists in affordable studios
Support in kind – mainly free venue hire for charity &
community, promotion support or consultancy and
advice (based on a normal evening hire of £250, daytime
hire of £190 and £50 per hour consultancy and a varying
fee for promotional support)
Employment provided
Turnover
Program Grant income

2018
15,229

2019
15,191

5,811
227
116
111
110
16
101

3,353
251
150
101
129
32
90

72
15
27
80
11
60
£7.80
1340
723
617
255
£40, 834
£26,766

71
24
40
103
14
53
£7.84
1031
675
356
188
£34,266
£29,220

£67,600
16
£24, 260

£63,486
13
£22,690

£18, 725
£130,000
£5000 (approx. 4%
of turnover)

£35, 532
£182,000
£3000 ( approx. 2%
of turnoverr)

2020

No worries. Least I could do really. Cobalt brings a lot to the area and has been directly responsible for some great things in my life as a musician etc. Long may it continue
after all this blows over.
Hope everyone there is doing ok too.
Take care

Hi guys. Jayson here, the overtone singer for Deep Cabaret. I just wanted to get in touch and say that I was really touched by the reception you
afforded us on our visit to Newcastle. I know we said this at the time but I thought that it might be good to let you know that your venue, your
team, your hospitality left a lasting impression. I wanted to say it again as I imagine (I hope not!) that this may well be a testing time for you. I
suppose I just wanted you to know that, no matter what the future holds, you have created an oasis that definitely touched my life and I am sure
the lives of many others. I wish you all the best moving forward, keep the faith. Peace and love, Jayson .

Just want to say a huge thank you for letting me use your venue last night, it was amazing! Paddy was also really friendly and accomodating.
The people who attended the group all said they had a fab time and loved Cobalt, I was over the moon (also I've just seen the programme zine- this is brill!) as
well as the gender neautral loos - couldnt praise this enough.
A few people in the group asked if the workshop could become a regular event, I was just wondering if Cobalt hosts any regular workshops, or if this would be
of interest? No worries if not, we just loved been in that space so much!

I’m glad you thought I could help – I honestly think you are both doing an amazing job … which is why I want to help if I can. What you doing is REALLY important and so
valuable.
See you soon,

How you doing ?
I’m texting from the Klm flight .
Just wanted to say how fabulous you and mark are and how looked after we were . I wish more UK venues were as nurturing & caring as you !
Thank you !

I hope we'll be able to come and say bye before our departure on the 15th, all the best for the future, your space and events are one of the special things that kept us
happy for 7 years in Newcastle !

Sorry this has taken so long - Thank you so much for hosting PUG and the workshop with Scottee. They were some of our most successful events and everyone was super
helpful. We really appreciate the support.
Thanks and hope you have a lovely Christmas,

Sorry it so late but just wanted to say a massive thank you on behalf of the team for hosting us at Cobalt last week.
We were truly inspired by what you have achieved there (and blown away by your energy!)
I know people went away buzzing thinking of how we can support your future development so we can keep the comms open on that.
Regards

Just want to say thanks again for the gig last night - we were so so impressed and touched by how everyone at Cobalt welcomed us. The food, kindness, sound and
communication was all faultless! Paddy even ended up giving us a lift home.
Let me know about this gig next Friday and I will try my best to get a good crowd along - looking forward to it!

Sorry for the abruptness of my email. I just really wanted to see a Thomas Truax having seen his act a couple of years ago.
The staff at the Cobalt were lovely. I had absolutely no hassle entering, just gave my surname.
It's a brilliant venue and I will definitely be visiting again and recommending it to friends and family.

I just wanted to say big thanks again for making the gig happen, and for looking after us so well... it was a really magic night and it makes such a difference to have lovely
hosts!
I'm looking forward to getting down to Cobalt soon... looks like you've got lots happening!

“ I deliver events all over the uk and rarely have I seen a venue as unique and special as this. It has a brilliant atmosphere to it. It is bright, warm and welcoming with a
lovely relaxed charm. The service I received when delivering my event there was outstanding. Nothing was too much trouble. Special mention for the excellent catering
and hospitality which was highly appreciated by all of the delegates.”

I can chime in here and I think speak for the entire band that while Edinburgh was our most prestigious stop on the tour, your places were everyone's favorite. It was
a bit of a breakthrough performance in terms of the band overcoming some issues with resiliency and simply enjoying playing together. Plus they made their 7a call time
the next day!
I give this amount of detail because I think the narrative of our experience at Cobalt is aligned with your mission. Art for Arts sake, as they say.
Not to even get into the artisan pizza and overall hospitality from you and all your staff.
Y'all were soooo awesome to us.
We won't forget it.

I went along to The Late Shows last Friday & what a fabulous evening it was. The vibe, the people, the art, the EVERYTHING – it was such an experience.
I would very much like to be added to the waiting list for when a studio becomes available.

A Bit Crack - Storytellers meet on the first Friday of every month to share stories from around the world to adult audiences. Passionate about stories of all
kinds they are keen to promote oral traditions.
Their comfortable home at The Cobalt Studios gives them a chance to develop their art form, the opportunity to encourage others to tell their own stories and
an ideal space to bring guest tellers from around the world.
Storytelling requires a quiet and focussed space - The Cobalt gives them that.
Their audiences need a space where they can feel at ease, eat, drink and listen in comfort - the Cobalt Studios are set up for that
Their tellers need an environment where they feel welcomed and supported, in a space that they can adapt to their particular performance requirements. The
Cobalt Studio performances spaces are crafted to make performers and audiences at ease with each other.

Within the last 12 months they have had guest tellers from Wales, Scotland, Egypt, India as well as using local tellers.

In 2019 they have guest tellers from Wales, Finland, India, Hungary as well as storytellers from the UK with world wide reputations.

They run training workshops, hold Open Nights to encourage new tellers and hold specific events for young people.

These events could not take place with the vision and support of The Cobalt Studios. The creative opportunities offered by the Studios provide work, training,
inspiration an entertainment to hundreds of people. A Bit Crack Storytelling could not flourish without them.
First off, I’d like to thank you for the opportunity to host the market in the backyard, it was an incredible day and the hard work really paid off. I hope a whole slew of
events follow as it’s a really unique space.

Just to say a big thank you again for a great day yesterday. I was hoping for something that would take colleagues into a completely different headspace, where hierarchy
would recede and being human would come to the fore… yesterday did exactly that; a combination of a fantastic space, inspirational people (you two!) and a wonderfully
immersive activity with just the right degree of stretch. People are still buzzing!

